
S O F T W A R E  S P A C E



A B O U T  U S

FSS was founded in 2011 as a company creating applications for the AppStore.

We were one of the first companies in Poland that successfully released Appstore products 
and we are responsible for the first mobile Electronic Program Guide (Telemaniak) and one of 
the first interactive remotes (XBMC constellation).

After a series of successes of our applications, we have been noticed by the maritime industry 
(production and refit of world’s most expensive superyachts). Since then, we build the most 
intelligent media center and yacht control.

Open yourself to the opportunities, take an advantage of our many years of knowledge and 
experience.

We will do everything – except the time machine



CLOUD SERVICES

Cloud computing is the 
availability of system 
resources (on demand), 
mainly data storage and 
computing power, 
without direct active 
administration by the 
user. This term is used to 
describe data centers 
which are available to all 
users over the internet.

Mobile app development is a process by which a 
mobile app is created for any mobile device. By 
mobile device we mean smartphones / smart TV’s. 
One of key parts of the development process is 
mobile user interface (UI), another essential thing in 
the creation of mobile apps is design. Mobile UI 
take into consideration constraints, screen, 
contexts, inputs, and mobility. User is often the 
focus of interaction with device, and the interface 
entails components of both software and hardware. 
To develop mobile apps to for clients we make 
usage on the following technology:

Swift (iOS)   Kotlin (Android)

IoT solutions provide new chances 
for your business. Bringing the 
offline world to online web with IoT 
applications helps you collect more 
data, gain greater insights into your 
own performance, and finally save 
time and money. Aside from 
improving business processes, 
connected devices also can boost 
customer loyalty by making 
people’s daily life more suitable, 
safer, and salubrious . This in return, 
increases your revenue.

MOBILE APPS IoT
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HR LEAS İNG

We know that delivering the right 
set of skills is the main reason that 
impacts successful delivery of 
projects.

We ensure highest proficiency and 
standards represented by our team 
throughout a comprehensive 
interview of process, skill set 
evaluation scheme, development 
programmes and credible 
references.
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”YIS (Yacht Information System) is the ultimate luxury yacht 
infotainment system accessible anytime, anywhere. Available as a TV 
channel and intuitive app, YIS is a user-friendly digital platform 
allowing owners and guests to be part of the journey: from diving 
into the mechanical details of the yacht to following each 
superyacht journey in real-time. 

YIS bridges the gap between guest experience and the incredible 
data that travels through the hidden infrastructure of each yacht. 
Redefining the future of luxury yacht technology, YIS engages 
everyone on board with detailed information about their yachting 
adventure in real-time, beautifully presented in interactive 3D detail 
for a more immersive yachting experience. Available on any TV, 
tablet and smartphone on board, all yacht information is easily 
found in one place. 

Designed to suit every owner’s needs, YIS by YachtCloud stands 
out for its dynamic user interface, intuitive design, flexible 
deployment and easy integration on existing hardware and 
interfaces. YIS: the 21st Century yacht infotainment system.”



”The ultimate solution to seven-star service. Created for the world’s 
most exclusive settings, GEST is the ultimate service call system. 
Next-level technology meets stylish design for easy, intuitive 
interaction. GEST is crafted to perfectly blend into your luxury 
interior. Looking for a completely custom experience?

Configure your GEST device to your own unique style and needs. 
Configure your GEST system in three simple steps. Choose your 
design, download the GEST App and connect your device via your 
existing WiFi connection. 

Manage the complete system yourself on the GEST App.”



”Symetric is the first nautical information device to answer the 
demand for new luxury technology onboard yachts. Expertly 
designed to blend in with the most sophisticated of interiors, 
Symetric is easily mounted on the wall or used as a free-standing 
device, with nautical information presented on a subtle information 
screen. Symetric merges the world of luxury yachting with 
innovative technology to create a uniquely modern experience on 
board. Guests can access a wide range of features through a simple 
tap on the sleek touch-screen, including time, position, speed, 
temperatures and barometric pressure. 

Symetric by YachtCloud is designed for yachts, featuring a chic 
design finished in high-quality leather and a range of custom 
options. Easily mounted on the wall, on a table or used a free-
moving device to be picked up as needed, Symetric provides a 
unique immersive factor to the yachting experience that is seen 
nowhere else. From exploring the yacht’s technical details to taking 
advantage of the integrated custom controls, Symetric offers a 
complete package, ensuring that every element of onboard living 
matches up to expectation.”



”OMNIYON is a media and control system designed for luxury 
environments. Leaving obsolete technology in the past, OMNIYON 
merges media and comfort controls into a user-friendly app where 
all media, room devices, room controls and service call functions 
are easily located in one intuitive interface. Tailored to the 
requirements of each client, OMNIYON delivers a refined user 
experience across multiple properties, bringing luxury media and 
control firmly into the future. 

Is the first to blend media and comfort control in one sophisticated 
platform and is packed with innovative features – from mobile 
accessibility to the unique ability to scale each system up or down 
easily. With an extensive intelligent management system at the heart 
of OMNIYON, extreme responsiveness, custom design and rich 
functionality are central to every user experience. Looking for the 
best and most complete solution to luxury media and comfort 
control? Nothing compares to OMNIYON. From browsing your 
favourite movies in your home cinema to adjusting the sky lounge to 
your ideal temperature, OMNIYON is the only system on the market 
that delivers everything in one place. 

One sleek, intuitive interface, personalised to your every need.”



We've always wanted an accurate device for measuring rides. 
Today we know the answer is the ReDrive - a device that supports 
the passion and skill development of amateur motorsports 
enthusiasts. 

Professional GPS device made for measuring speed and other 
driving parameters.

ReDrive is a highly accurate GPS measuring system for precise lap 
timing and car performance. The application also offers 
sophisticated graphs, insights of your performance and timing 
measurements.



The tool was created to optimize the work of coaches, players and 
sport clubs. It allows collecting and analysing data about the 
current effectiveness of players and teams. The available statistics 
help to arrange trainings and assess the form of own and 
opponent's players. Develop your skills, show up at important 
matches and let your talent be discovered! With Asistico you can 
effectively prepare for each match and learn more about your 
opponent. Detailed statistics allow you to know your strengths and 
weaknesses, so you will know what to work on during the next 
training session. Analyze the opponent's matches and optimize the 
training to fully the full potential of your players. 

With Asistico you can collect data on the performance of your 
players and check their form on an ongoing basis. their form. 
Evaluating player performance and choosing the right lineup for the 
next match have never been so easy. Bet on the objective data and 
develop your team! Asistico helps you make the right decisions 
when selecting new players for your club. new players for your 
club. With our database it is easy to find the person with the 
specific skills or playing on the desired position. With Asistico you 
will also be up to date on with what is happening in your club: you 
can easily evaluate the progress of your players and the 
effectiveness of the training sessions. All the information will be 
available in the form of clear graphs from which you can easily read 
the number of passes, receptions, assists or goals. Professional 
tools and reliable data should be should be available for everyone



The Remote for Kodi is the ultimate way to control your favorite 
med* automatically discover nearby hosts and connect to them 
with ease

• automatically discover nearby hosts and connect to them with 
ease

• layout and customize the homepage using tiles of wanted size
• create and manage filters for media - build your own queries 

and shortcuts for quick access
• browse you media with lightning speed
• search your media using Spotlight search
• play YouTube movies using the built-in view or by URL from 

clipboard
• effectively browse, search & filter your collection
• enjoy one of the many built-in remote control commands or 

create your own
• manage playlists



W E  A R E  I T  S P E C İ A L İ S T S
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FIRST CONTACT

O R D E R  P R O C E S SS O F T W A R E  S P A C E

At FSS, we understand the mechanisms, tools and 
difficulties of the industry. Our actions are supported 
by innovation, technology and a fresh approach to 
each project. 

Open to challenges by nature, we undertake unusual 
projects, often entering where others give up. We 
base our competence not only on theoretical 
knowledge, but also on many years of experience, 
which allows us to reach for unconventional 
solutions.

• organizational meeting

• presentation of the company, team, examples of 
completed projects

• discussing the principles of cooperation and the 
process of project implementation at all stages



O R D E R  P R O C E S SS O F T W A R E  S P A C E

ANALYSIS

• list of questions to be 
discussed with the client, 
clarification of requirements

• workshop meeting

• discussion of selected and 
non-standard areas of 
implementation

PLANNING

• separating the scope of 
functionality to be 
implemented within the 
MVP and estimating the 
budget estimate,

• planning stages of 
implementation

• defining the date of starting 
and finishing the project

OFFER

• meeting summarizing the results of the analysis, 
where we discuss with the client:

• budget estimation and implementation stages

• planned start and end date of the project

• draft agreement (key provisions)

• perspective of further cooperation within the scope of 
maintenance and development of the object of work (SLA 
agreement, packages of development hours, etc.)



O R D E R  P R O C E S SS O F T W A R E  S P A C E

IMPLEMENTATION

• requirements specification

• UI/UX design

• graphic design

• development work

• implementation and 

PRODUCT STABILIZATION

• troubleshooting issues caught
in testing on the production 
environment,

• launching support within the SLA.

• start of work on product 
development



office@fss.cc sales@fss.cc support@fss.cc

Sales +48 509 606 442 IT Support +48 505 304 403 Marketing dep. +48 509 606 442

Agawy 7, 43-300 Bielsko-Biała POLAND
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